Portion of a conversation between the President, H.R. Haldeman, John N. Mitchell and Robert J. Dole. This portion was recorded on June 3, 1971 at an unknown time between 3:36 and 4:46 p.m. in the President's Oval Office. The National Archives and Records Administration prepared the following log of this conversation.

Milk producers convention
- Support for President
Portion of a conversation between the President and H.R. Haldeman. This portion was recorded on June 12, 1971 at an unknown time between 12:14 and 1:41 p.m. in the President’s Oval Office. The National Archives and Records Administration prepared the following log of this conversation.

Hiring of long-haired individuals
   -Use by administration
     -Quakers
     -Draft dodgers
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Abuse of Governmental Power Segments

Conversation Number 521-4

Portion of a conversation between the President, H.R. Haldeman and Charles W. Colson. This portion was recorded on June 15, 1971 at an unknown time between 2:19 and 2:38 p.m. in the President's Oval Office. The National Archives and Records Administration prepared the following log of this conversation.

Mailing operation
- Colson supervision
- Haldeman
Portion of a conversation between the President and H.R. Haldeman. This portion was recorded on June 16, 1971 at an unknown time between 9:25 and 9:56 a.m. in the President's Oval Office. The National Archives and Records Administration prepared the following log of this conversation.

Times story
- Release of papers involving John F. Kennedy
- Benefits to the Administration
- Leak to newspaper
Portion of a conversation between the President, John D. Ehrlichman, H.R. Haldeman, and Henry A. Kissinger. This portion was recorded on June 17, 1971 at an unknown time between 5:17 and 6:13 p.m. in the President's Oval Office. The National Archives and Records Administration prepared the following log of this conversation.

Pentagon Papers
- Bombing halt file
  - Relation to Lyndon B. Johnson's statement
  - Attempts to obtain it
- Tom Charles Huston recollections
  - Brookings role
- Implementation of Huston plan
- Johnson's concern
Portion of a conversation between the President, H.R. Haldeman, and Charles W. Colson. This portion was recorded on June 23, 1971 at an unknown time between 11:39 a.m. and 12:45 p.m. in the President's Oval Office. The National Archives and Records Administration prepared the following log of this conversation.

[Segment 1] [P, HRH, CWC]

Pentagon Papers
- Involvement of peace group
- Infiltration

[Segment 2] [P, HRH]

Ambassadorships
- Charles G. Rebozo
  - Ambassador to Brussels
  - Former Ambassador to Ireland [Winston] Guest
    - Raymond R. Guest
      - Campaign contributions
        - John D. Eisenhower
        - Wife
        - Herbert W. Kalmbach
  - Political office
    - Related to campaign contributions
      - Amount
      - Fred J. Russell
      - Length of Ambassadorships
      - Charles H. Bluhdorn contribution
Portion of a conversation between the President, H.R. Haldeman, and Ronald L. Ziegler. This portion was recorded on June 24, 1971 at an unknown time between 9:38 and 10:09 a.m. in the President's Oval Office. The National Archives and Records Administration prepared the following log of this conversation.

Pentagon Papers
- World War II documents
  - Tom C. Huston's role
  - Expansion of team study documents
  - Pearl Harbor material
    - Effect on Democrat Party
- Need for leadership
  - Charles W. Colson
  - Joe Torrey [sp?]
    - Qualifications
- Need for subject knowledge
  - Daniel Ellsberg
  - Richard V. Allen
    - Peter G. Peterson
- Huston's role
- Allen's role
- Cuban missile crisis information
- Bay of Pigs information
  - Longevity
- Bombing halt information
  - Huston
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Conversation Number 6-23

Portion of a telephone conversation between the President and Charles W. Colson. This portion was recorded on June 29, 1971 at an unknown time between 2:28 and 2:32 p.m. [This conversation is cross-referenced with conversation 261-26.] The National Archives and Records Administration prepared the following log of this conversation.

Daniel Ellsberg
   -Communist support
   -Jay Lovestone
White House Tapes
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Conversation Number 261-26

Portion of a conversation between the President and Charles W. Colson. This portion was recorded on June 29, 1971 at an unknown time between 2:28 and 2:32 p.m. in the President's EOB office. [This conversation is cross-referenced with conversation 6-23.]
Portion of a conversation between the President, Henry A. Kissinger, and John N. Mitchell. This portion was recorded on June 30, 1971 at an unknown time between 2:55 and 3:07 p.m. in the President's Oval Office. The National Archives and Records Administration prepared the following log of this conversation.

Daniel Ellsberg
  -Information
    -Use of press
    -Leaks
    -Effect
Portion of a conversation between the President, H.R. Haldeman, Melvin R. Laird, John N. Mitchell, Henry A. Kissinger and Ronald L. Ziegler. This portion was recorded on June 30, 1971 at an unknown time between 5:17 and 6:23 p.m. in the President's Oval Office. The National Archives and Records Administration prepared the following log of this conversation.

[Segment 1] [P, HRH, MRL, JNM, HAK]

Pentagon Papers
- Brookings Institution
- Possible break-in
  - Haldeman's possible conversation with an unknown person

[Segment 2] [P, HRH, MRL, JNM, HAK, RLZ]

Pentagon Papers
- Possible conspiracy
  - J. Edgar Hoover
  - Laird's investigation
  - Brookings Institution
  - Break-in
Portion of a telephone conversation between the President and H.R. Haldeman. This portion was recorded on June 30, 1971 at an unknown time between 7:22 and 7:27 p.m. The National Archives and Records Administration prepared the following log of this conversation.

Pentagon Papers
- Melvin R. Laird
- Break-in of Brookings Institution
- White House staff
  - Tom Charles Huston
  - John W. Dean III
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